
I am in a car with two foreign and ask them to suggest me some literature from their own country. One of them is German and doesn’t know much. I have actually already read most of their classics. The other is Brazilian but he is busy driving the big jeep over a ditch.

I am in the gallery where I should have a show with another artist. He is actually already been there for some days now installing. My idea is to move a window from his side to mine. He actually wants it there and there is actually already a window on my side.

A man kidnapped in a cellar has a gun and kills the bold kidnapper stealing his keys and managing to unlock the door from the outside. He then goes upstairs on the terrace of a bar where he approaches the owner. They observe one of the kidnappers beating a secret sign on the floor.

I am driving with my girlfriend and she tells me that her colleague who was fired has been employed again. We come to a restaurant and get inside to have a drink. It is dark and without costumers. The owners get us a menu. It is all expensive food but nothing to drink.

I get to school from another road which is very charming with old stone buildings. Inside the classroom an old friend is sleeping on a mattress. He wakes up and tells me that his father has given him all the money he owns me. It is allot of money.

I start installing my exhibition that there is just one minute left. One print is already up and I hurry mounting a small chair. Some people are already inside and a guy helps me with it. The wooden pieces are all deformed and he tries to make it to stand up on one corner of the room.

A man is in a cabin counting his family money. He suddenly notices that two of the knives from his cabinet collection are missing. He then hurries to the door to lock it. He hears his brother coming to kill him and makes it just on time.

My son and I are walking up a bare mountain. My grandfather is behind us and he starts walking on a pair of high stilts. He manages very well but as I tell my son to look he fells down and can’t stand up again.

I am at my relatives’ farm having breakfast with an old cousin. He hasn’t much to do these days and wakes up when he likes. The neighbour has sold his fields to a golf court and the threshing machine sucks all the gravel. My cousin goes with his tractor to remove it.

I get a phone call but can’t really hear who is speaking. It is a familiar voice but I can’t associate it to anyone. It is an old classmate from College. She is actually behind me and starts telling me about the kid she had and how she decided to kill him after he was too sick.

My girlfriend decides to take our son to the kindergarten. He doesn’t rebel and we all go inside. I give him a carrot and he starts crawling around with two other kids playing the bunny. Meanwhile my girlfriend talks to their parents who have been caught by the police playing games.

A skinny cousin just got married to a skinny guy. She is now naked but very hesitant to have sex with him for the first time. As she accepts and gets in bed with him he lays on top and without any preliminaries takes her virginity away.

I am walking far into the suburb and reach the studio of a dentist. He seats in his studio with nothing to do and tells me that my sister was supposed to come but didn’t show up. I wonder if he could anticipate my visit but it is too early in the morning and he is not willing.

I am at a table with an Iranian guy and a blonde girl. As I keep refilling their glasses with alcohol the girl gets really drunk and pushes her chest out of her shirt. Her tits come half out of her bra. She wants to give birth and decide among the tallest of us to be the doctor. It isn’t me.

I get an e-mail from a colleague saying that she will do things herself without bothering me anymore for favours. A photo of a cemetery is attached. I want to reply to her using one of the names from a grave. I zoom on a very old one where a strange name is written with a number.

I get to a girl’s apartment and she hosts me inside. Even though I don’t intend to stay she takes me directly to a bedroom where I can sleep. She seats on a side of the bed to show me a book. I get on my knees close to her finding my elbow by her naked vagina.

I am at cross-country ski competition and stop to tie my boots and rest. A middle age man and a young woman have already finished and are coming back skies on their shoulders. I get up again and continue finding the finishing line right after. I could have finished long before.

I am seating with my colleagues at a bar. I talk to the colleague on my side calling him with the name of the colleague in front of me. He answers but keeping to refer to the latter. I then explain him that with the name of the other colleague I actually meant him.

I get below a small burial mountain that my son hasn’t dared to climb. I get hesitant finding it very steep and rocky. Inside a small cave on one side I hear a voice hurrying me to climb it before is too late. I am terrorized.

My girlfriend and I are walking on a Southern beach that the sun has already set. It is very mighty and nice and I propose her that we should come there every summer. Suddenly the beach gets rocky and we turn into a cave. I promptly take her out fearing to be mobbed.

I show a guy working in an office a video-camera application extracting shadows. As we test it I notice that a couple acquainted to my parents is in the picture. They are still not divorced and he can still stand not being paralyzed by an accident.

I give a student a tip on a good design school and correct his spelling. His classmate hears us and calls me to show me her kitchen design. There are wooden drawers over the sink that she has forced open with an iron bar leaving deep pockmarks.

I am at the University waiting the verdict of the jury deciding on my position. The day is almost over and I go to the bathroom and look myself on the mirror. I look very handsome with my glasses on and pull my collar up. As I am going out two beautiful girls pass by.

I am walking downtown and meet a South American student in front of the amusement park. He is on his way to school and stops to greet me. I feel a bit embarrassed since I do recognize his face but can’t remember who he really is.

I am on a boat crossing the greenish water of a really wavy river. My head is shacked up and down and my sight ends on the large breast of a woman. Although she is quite ugly I am very seduced and keep looking up to when she looks me back.

I am on the car with a mother and her twins. We are checking in a ferry when I suddenly remember that I don’t have a ticket. I promptly hide down the seat. The twins get all wild and two guards take them. One of the latter also freaks out and shoots them with his gun.

A giant robot lays on the downtown of a modern metropolis. He gets restless and starts twisting his legs demolishing the entrance of a commercial centre. The people inside get in complete panic and start running out with big chunks of the building falling on them.

I reach a young couple seating in front of their house with their newly born. I tell him that I wish to go inside to take a shit but he starts listing all the people that should use the bathroom before me. I then take a branch with leaves and start to the forest to do it but he is just kidding.

We are supposed to go up North to some small mountains. A friend is also supposed to join us but the weather is lousy. I look out of the window seeing a very heavy turbulence in the sky. It even starts snowing small tiny flakes. I long for the warm summer of the South.

It is dark already and I walk with my girlfriend and her colleague over an empty parking lot. The latter says that she could ask for a sponsorship for a conference. I then tell her how my student had to promote the company who gave it to him by wearing their cap.

A pretty girl seats in an office in front of a large computer. She is hacking a program by modifying the name of a function. She just calls it something else and then keeps it there reflecting about what she should do next to make it work.

My girlfriend and I are driving in the dark through the forest. As we discuss about some programming I notice several machineries on the road side. They are rebuilding it. I keep track of them but can’t really see where we are driving. I have her to turn on the lights but they are weak.

I am at an Indian restaurant and order a stake. The waiter is upset that I share it with my son. We don’t even manage finish and put it on the tray. My girlfriend and a friend join us and I bring it to them to eat it up. The waiter passes by and approves thinking that they are eating salmon.

I am walking in the Russian countryside on a dirty road turning between a forest and a field. It is warm and the sun has melted the winter away leaving the mud. I cross two Russian men. One of them is short and has an ugly face with popped blue eyes.

My colleague and I walk through the school on our swimsuits. I pretend to see our director and then actually see him having a meeting with the rector. As I try to hide myself ashamed my colleague goes up to him to chat. He is much more handsome while I feel very ugly with my beard.

We are seating with my natural father who came to visit. As I hear that he will be away for some days to his native village I get really sad as we won’t be there when he will be back. Meanwhile his sister has also arrived alone and with no luggage.

I get to do a show with two other artists in a foreign museum that is much larger than what I expected. The director wants me to remove a large plaster painting from the wall that was assigned to me. She gives instructions on how to do it and demand that I will place it back as it was.

I am with other people seating on two rows of chairs as we were watching a film. There is a girl seating on my side and our legs touch each other. My girlfriend comes to talk to us. She is standing right in front and can find out but I am unable to remove my leg from that of the girl.

My curator walks away with a local artist to have a private talk about her work. A lady calls him a vampire and I go to check what is happening. There is a staircase going down into a basement where a projection shows an artist watching out of a car window the swimmers on TV.

A student calls me late at night wanting to be hosted. We get him anyway even though other friends are sleeping over. I wake up that it is still dark and they are all getting on a taxi to leave. One of my friends jells that it is a shitty place. They haven’t been able to sleep.

I am biking on a main road and decide to turn on a smaller one. As I prepare to do so I am almost get run over by a car coming from the opposite side. The road is actually to a sanctuary that I have already been visiting. I then think of turning to another direction but don’t do it.

I hear my neighbours exalting with joy and immediately turn on the TV. The national team has scored at the very end of the game. Two of the players are now going to the semi-finals and will have to fence. They are anyway sure of winning.

An old Chinese master demands me to go out and have butter on the slices of bread that I brought him. I obey and get on my way down a long staircase to the shop but soon meet two blondes. We start to talk and I forget about my master’s orders.

I am driving my car in the country and pass by a lady on her jogging outfit crawling in the mud. She is doing a beauty treatment. As I watch her I get out of the road on the opposite field and can’t stop before I hit the ditch.

I am on a train going by a small mountain with a cottage halfway. Some Nordic girls are speaking the local language and I am tempted to know them. The landscape opens up on a very sunny lake. We pass by some Southern girls and I feel in love.

The bus makes an unusual stop to pick up some people. I then ask the driver if he might as well drop me at work but he refuses and I have to catch the metro. I withdraw a big paper note to pay the ticket and loose it on the staircase down. I pick it just before another man finds it.

I get in a bookshop and ask the shop assistant if they sell numbers on stickers. She shows me that they have a package but just up to twelve. I see that they also have it with letters and plan to combine them to get a higher number.

A medium size oak tree has one side that is dry. I realize that a cement staircase has been constructed on that side and the roots can’t get any water. Steam is coming out of the kitchen and I reproach my son who is cooking without lid. I then show him how to use a middle size steam pot.

I am having lunch with my father and his friends. He claims that I was swearing when he asked if I wanted to go biking with him in the morning. I can’t recall and just look at the pineapple can without bothering. The logo is three dimensional and creepy.

My best friend is lying with me on the old bed of our country cottage. Our holiday together is now over and I say that we have been feeding him like he was our child. He gets offended and I try to explain him what I really meant.

I buy the ticket from the German train agency to their capitol and go around with the trolley. A passenger tells me that I have to deposit my luggage on a special wagon and I should hurry. I am confused with the time and use the trolley to stop the doors of the train as it is leaving.

My sister and I get in a bar. I notice my curator there with longer and slicked hairs working on his cool laptop. I don’t want to come up to him and just start to work on my sister’s laptop. As it’s turning on a complex classical composition plays. I turn the volume down not to be heard.

I arrange a gathering at my place but just few friends show up. As I seat on the kitchen window filming I notice that the rest of my friends are out playing. An old school mate shows up and seats close to me chatting. She looks pretty wearing her brown woollen gloves without fingers.

I get a catalogue subscription as a present. I remove the package around it and read the list of winners of this year festival. One of them is doing a similar project to mine. There is an old and standing feather as a symbol for his work.

I get down the metro station without ticket. As I am at the platform two guards grab me and a black guy. I tell them that I do have a ticket. They let me go and take the latter inside the train to scold him very hard.

My friends decide to go the museum of modern art but I loose them and go up a hill to see where they are. There is a very nice view of the city but as I approach the further end it really much smells goat. I then walk back going over a giant wheel placed on a hole.

In an amusement park an athlete runs up a water slide going all the way up and then fast down. I get closer to watch him and this time he injures a foot sliding down. I then realize that he is not a professional athlete but a retard.

I am talking to two guys who show me that the main street is going to be expanded. There are some condos right along on both sides and they will all need to be moved. One of the guys suggests that they should just destroy them with the people inside and then sell the rubble.

I meet with the curator of the modern art museum that I am going out with the trash. He has just thrown his on the school property. He explains that otherwise the cans get worms. I take the opportunity to show him a print of my dreams. The text is too small and he just tells me to keep up.

I mention an artist’s name and a lady says that his daughter is weird. There is actually his piece installed in the room. It’s a complex equation written on the wall. His daughter comes in having found that it is the formula for gold. An old animation is projected on one corner of the ceiling.

I get a sudden phone call in the middle of the night. It is a colleague wanting to know if I got an answer to my application. He is almost hysterical and when I reply that I haven’t heard anything he promptly hangs up.

On a country road going under the highway a lady approaches with a black ugly dog. As I get ready to cross them I realize that my father-in-law is behind me walking with a beautiful blond dog. I slow down and let them catch me. The dog is actually handicap getting depressed with nuts.

I am out in the yard of a car shop looking at a restyle of an old series. There are four models all painted pink but with different fronts. I listen to a fat teenager asking the car seller for prices. Two of them cost the same while the simplest one is the cheapest.

I accompany an old friend home talking about his cute girlfriend. I look at his face and find him also cute. As I mention him about the big car my sister wants me to buy we reach his house. He goes inside while I take my son down the ramp to swing.

I can feel with my finger a large gap between the molars that I just got fixed. I then look in the mirror and see that their roots are hanging out suspended. The gums are like liquefied in small pieces hanging in the air.

I am having lunch with my Chinese colleague on a table out of a restaurant. He notices that I have already got a big sandwich with a stake inside. The waiter comes bringing his pizza. There is also a large stake on top of it.

I use a small nail scissor to cut my beard. It cuts it really well on the sides leaving no hairs. I start cutting around my mouth but then decide to leave a bit of hairs half cut. I then show my face to my girlfriend saying that I will let it grow again.

Two girls are going to a concert. They are thinking of taking the train but I suggest that I could drive. I could also watch the concert and drive back safely since I don’t drink. One of them agrees to the only condition that we will be back early.

I am driving through the countryside over a bridge with a large building on top. As I pass through it I realize that it is a harbour. Black immigrants are waiting to be embarked back to Africa. They will have to be locked for ten days in the containers of their compact small trucks.

It is dark out and I start running with a friend on the beach. He wants us to go all the way to the end of the bay on top of the highest peak. It is too dark but we soon approach the city and run trough the main street. He is very elegant while I am half-naked and hide behind him.

There is a street-performance inside a cavity. One of the performers is bent playing with the laces of his shoes. As another performer places large bullets in a belt he produces the sound of an explosion. He wants to show how he has done it and throws a weight up to me. I make it drop.

As my friends get down to spy in a changing room I take a seat upstairs and start filming. Suddenly a half naked lady comes out of a door. As I replay the film my friends come up again and one of them holds my balls squeezed hard.

I get in a supermarket through the cash-desk where two workers are already paying. Inside there is a section of small and dry plants. The irrigation system is on and I tap with my finger a small hole in the tube. The water stops flooding.

I am about to get in a restaurant where I have arranged the last lunch with my grandfather and our relatives. Another family is also getting inside and looks at me suspiciously. Their father is also very suspicious with short dark hairs and sunglasses.

I take my child to my old kindergarten and let him in with the other kids who play in a circle. I stay out talking to a local who remembers me but then start doing my own work. After a while I go back inside to check but a police woman says that it is absolutely not allowed.

A pub has a crowd of dangerous people with big tattoos. As my girlfriend and I have an argument our son runs inside. She then also leaves to fetch him and then takes a seat down with one of the guys. I stay watching through the window but she is not coming out.

We get home and accidentally find an envelope for me on a large sack. We then search inside it and find that allot of our mail has been put there. I open the envelope and realize that the next morning is already time to start my teaching job.

I am leaving a café and so it is an American guy who had a chat with a friend. We start walking the same way and he asks me how it is to live in town. I describe my day waking up very early and write my dreams to then go for a swim and take care of my child.

I am looking at a mountain path marked on a map. It goes around keeping the same altitude of a thousand meters. At the end there is a giant power plant and the path descend to its foot. I wonder if it is possible to do it immediately or one has to walk all the way around it.

I am getting out of a station that a Southern man is selling snacks very cheaply. I get on the bus to the city and throw one of the snacks on a seat as some charity to the bus driver. A local feels compelled to do the same but he is very stingy and just gives few coins.

A young hair-dresser finds out that I live in the apartment where he used to take a girl home. As I walk him home he suggests me to let my hair grow. We reach the end of the suburbs and I ask him where he lives. His place is right downtown and I am very surprised.

I modify the sink of a hair shop so that I can seat and lay my head. The water sparkles out and the owner stops it to start a meeting. It is among art teachers with fancy hairs. The shop assistants arrives late bringing some books. He gives them to a teacher and we start reading aloud.

The cute shop assistant of a jewellery shop tells me that I would look nicer with my newer shirt unbuttoned. She then gives me a large medal with a fake gold frame filled with pomegranate. I walk out with my friend and wear it as she suggested like I was a rapper.

I walk downtown and accidentally touch the shaved head of a cowboy. He is pissed but then I explain that it wasn’t on porpoise and we keep walking together with his friends and their small daughter. I show the latter some dinosaurs and I am left with her while the others are gone.

I walk with a lady under a gigantic blue portico under an ancient palace. We reach an old and dark courtyard where a small stream disappears under the large wall of a fortress. The lady claims to have seen people on the opposite side and we look around for how to get there.

I try to seat inside a restoration point for American soldiers but the captain comes immediately to ask for explanations. He then adjusts the rice portion of a shabby soldier and starts whispering him about diet. A small female soldier takes his pancake and starts eating it without dressing.

At a supermarket a local shop assistant is wiping the floor. I ask him if the salad is out of season and he replies that it is the perfect season. I then pick both a green and a read head and move to another section looking for some other food to cook for my father.

A guy tells me that the verdict for our application is been again postponed of three days. I can’t believe it and take out the letter I also got from the University. I unfold it and find allot of text giving a long excuse of the big delay.

I am downtown installing a small table in front of a bar to sell a green apple. The owner of a shop next door is having a coffee. I ask him whether he could land me his shop. He just has one gun for sale and agrees to the exchange.

My troop faces the enemies’ troop screaming. There are actually some old classmates and start running after each other holding knives. One of them wants to stub me but I am saved by the time out. The strongest among us has been killed.

I am at my parent-in-law’s neighbour and get scared of her big and fat cat. She tells me not to fear him and lays down letting him crawl on to her. I then realize that a small cat is attached to my leg. As I have my girlfriend to help me get rid of him he squeezes his crawls even harder.

I am in an airport and recognize my Russian friend with blue dots on his bold head. His relatives are also there and start throwing small shovels of dry fruit to one another. I try to go to my friend but have to protect myself not to get hit.

I can’t find the way to the changing room and ask an old classmate. He takes me down a dark staircase with his penis out and we reach the basement. A professional swimmer comes out of the changing room wrapped into a thick plastic carpet.

I get into the Olympic field that I should have run with three of my colleagues. I meet them on their way back that they have already run. I proceed through the crowd of athletes and reach the starting point that it is right my turn to run hundred meters. I first need to fill up a questionnaire.

I curve around the high walls of an old fortress. The first part is all damaged and the bricks are piled in the yard. The second part is being all renovated using the original bricks. They are small and consumed and also the binding in between is the same.

Out on the grass there is a crowd of college students around a jumping carpet. A white girl jumps turning on her head. She is told to do it again but fells. A black girl follows but with a small jump and nothing acrobatic.

My cousin is at his working desk showing me the brochure of a sport car he wanted to buy. His mother was against but his father approved and he went to the shop to buy it. The car wasn’t available and so he just got the brochure.

I am walking at night through the downtown and recognize an old classmate among a group of strangers. He first seems to be indifferent but then comes to talk to me. He tells me that he is now a professional soccer player in the States and gets surprise hearing that I have become farmer.

I am at a fast food waiting for a friend and seat with a girl I know. I show her how good I am at drawing but I actually do a bad one. As I am putting everything away she tells me that she is also good a drawing. I then give her a blank paper.

A friend and I sneak in the kitchen of a college. There are some big white mushrooms on a trail. My friend suggests to put them in the fridge while I suggest to get something to cook of our own. He then says that it would be good for us to enrol in the college but I don’t think so.


